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Europeana Newspapers Project

- Project is funded by European Commission
- A three-year project, from February 2012 to January 2015
- The main goal is aggregation of 18 million historic newspaper pages for Europeana and The European Library

- 10 million pages are being refined and many of them are already accessible in full text on TEL portal

http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/tel4/newspapers
Europeana Newspapers Project Network

• 18 Project Partners from 12 countries
  • National libraries
  • University libraries
  • LIBER, UIBK and CSS
• 11 Associated Partners, who have been involved since last year
• 22 Networking Partners, who help us to promote our work
University Library “Svetozar Markovic” as partner in the project

• More than 400,000 digitized pages of Serbian newspapers issued in the period 1850-1945 from 43 titles
OCR for UB materials

• OCR allows data search by key words across entire text, including captions and explanations within pictures and photos
• University of Innsbruck refined complete UB material with Optical Character Recognition
• First results of the OCR testing at University of Innsbruck - over 90% success in character recognition
• Digitized newspapers are mostly printed in Cyrillic, including the old Cyrillic alphabet, which contains Russian letters
Serbian Newspapers on TEL portal
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Job offers

• Project represents a great opportunity for researchers to view, search and examine, among other things, the content of advertisements in old newspapers, while advertisements represent a reflection of political, economic and social conditions in one country

• Job advertisement represents excellent material for researchers in the area of cultural history and sociological studies

• Job offers appeared in Serbian press in the early 19th century modeled on the newspapers from Central Europe, mainly from Austria
Job offers- material for researchers

• We used job offers to illustrate potential use of digitized newspaper material in research of labor market development.

• During the 19th century, most wanted jobs were shopkeeper, piano teacher, tailor or laundrywoman, however, in the 20th century employers were in search of typists, switchboard operators, repair technicians, keypunchers and elevator operators, not to mention that newspapers even had separate job listings for men and women. Today, majority of want ads seek webmasters, application developers, desktop publishers, and many other lines of work, and it is important to mention the fact that most of the job seekers no longer turn to the want ad pages in their search for jobs, but to the Web pages and ads.

• What will the workforce and workplace look like half a century from now?
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